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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.20 

Software Article Number 490211029 (Software Build No Release-4.2.20.0_17.03.09.1) 

 

Customer specific changes  

 SCASFT CCN SC082 - Mobility Correction (7385) 

o Change Mobility Assessment (located on Examination > General > Mobility Assessment) to read: 

>=30secs = Impaired mobility 

 SCASFT CCN SC039 - Revised Handover Reports (6023) 

o Implement Patient Clinical Report 

o Implement Redacted Version 

o Implement Reception Handover Report 

 SCASFT: Remove signed field from three SCAS reports (7296) 

 SWASFT CCN SW062 - Audit Log XML transfer (7004) 

 SWASFT CCN SW075 - Clinical Validation (7264) 

 SWASFT: PDS - Update PDS text for SW063 (7266) 

 SWASFT: Add disclaimer to SWASFT's GP report (7302) 

 

General improvements  

 Only one single root group should be possible to create from AdminTool (7174) 

 Should not be possible to initiate another login while login is in progress (7267) 

 Add new triage buttons for airway in RETTS 2017 (7269) 

 Reconfigure minimum NIBP to be entered, to 0 mmHg (7271) 

 Align headers in Log window (7272) 

 

 Log PDS Client Tracking ID so that our requests can be matched against Quicksilva database. (7306) 

 Add setting to block license number that shall not be used anymore (7323) 

 Reconfigure download throttling default to full speed (7330) 

 Remove ECG export button from HWS. Users shall use the new way exporting (7374) 
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 Improve performance when opening or creating an ePR (7066) 

 Improve Philips FR3 integration (7104) 

 Add triage result to new report framework (7137) 

 CareEpisode - Improve thread handling in careepisode (7191) 

 Call Signs should be limited by max length, and trimmed (7208) 

 Save ECG waveform in the database for 10 second strips (7220) 

 Improve ECG History user experience (7224) 

 Show and log which unit that are connected to the DBI (7229) 

 Reports - Translate Triage colors to current language (7237) 

 Correct ambulance ledger to always display items in columns (7238) 

 

 MMM - Add a system info view to the service menu, where relevant system info can be read (7256) 

 Implement that the latest available vital data is pre-populated when creating new triage (7260) 

 Mark ECG samples as invalid where there is no data to export to EC Store, such as lead fail (7261) 

 Internal/Miscellaneous 

o Create MSI packet which turns off Intel Turbo Boost (7105) 

o Incident: PatientHandler - Remove duplicate code (7202) 

o EprValidation - improve eprvalidation to allow less errors (7166) 

o Add missing translations to the default ePR (7221) 

o Configure Swedish demo report with new framework (7227) 

o Correct installation warnings on Demo system (7232) 

o UnitTests - Update unit tests that verify ePRs to include all live ePRs (7033) 

o UnitTests - Fix outdated failing unittests (7259) 

 

Fixes 

 Export calculated ECG axes to EC Store and MUSE databases (6718) 

 Incident - Error message when closing incident under some conditions (7265) 

 EprCopyButton - Fix backwards compatibility (7364) 

 Disable quick search function in ArchiveDialog, needs better specification, revert to 4.2.18 behavior. (7372) 

 FR3 - Fix crash that could occur when opening a report containing FR3 data (7189) 

 Remove empty lines from report in eprLight (7205) 

 Writewave shall report OEUnknownSession error correctly (7212) 

 Camera  - Gray out OK button in read only mode (7213) 
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 Change when sending 12-lead ECG to send 10 seconds around the marked time, not 10 seconds starting with the 

mark (7218) 

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

 

Required ePR versions 

The functionality in this release requires the below ePR versions. 

 SCASFT : SCASFT_Release-4.2.20.0_17.03.09.1 

 SWASFT: SWASFT_Release-4.2.20.0_17.03.09.1 

 

Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Getac RX10H 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  

 

Release Information  

This is a commercial release on the following markets: 

 United Kingdom 

 Sweden 

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.20 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 


